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4. The legend about the Princess (Knahynia) Olha

Another legend, firmly rooted in Kyiv, is 
the legend about the Princess (Knagynia) 
Olha (about 910-969). According to the 
Tale of Bygone Years, she took revenge 
on the Derevlian tribe (a tribe that used to 
inhabit the territory of contemporary 
Polissia) for killing her husband Ihor 
Rurik. Derevlians came to woo her for 
their Prince Mal. She kindly invited their 
ambassadors, asked them to go on the 
boat, commanded to shut the boat, and 
buried them alive in it. Then she kindly 
invited Derevlians to take sauna that her 
people specially prepared from them, and 
burnt them out alive there. The third 
revenge was on Derevlian`s land, where 
she came to commemorate her husband, 
and make tryzna (funeral feast) on his 
grave, during which she commanded to 
«cut down» 5000 Derevlians.
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The current Russian war in Ukraine 
brought in development to this legend. 
Among others, there is a story about 
an old lady, who invited Russian 
soldiers for tea and added laxative 
into it. They run to the outside toilets, 
where she burnt them out there. The 
story rapidly gained huge fame among 
Ukrainians.

Princes Olha is a prominent figure in Ukrainian 
history and serves as a symbol of strength and 
women empowerment, as well as one of the 
symbols of Kyiv. 
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The prominent side of this story is that it evoked 
direct associations with Princess Olha among 
Ukrainians, so, in comments and further storytelling 
she is called Princess (Kniahynia) Olha 2.0., and 
The Princes Olha of our times:

Illustration by Olha Hlumcher, 
for the project “Ukrainian 
Historical Figures”, Tempora 
publisher.
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